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BOOK SYNOPSIS
Tara coughs from sand in her mouth and realizes that the plane in which she was
traveling to Omani just crash-landed in the middle of the desert. A group of nomads
get into the plane, however instead of helping passengers, they steal jewelry and
kidnap young women, including Taras sister. Just after the nomads leave, another
group of men led by a handsome sheikh, Sofian, arrives to rescue the passengers.
Tara is grateful for Sofians help but they quickly get off on the wrong foot as their
personalities clash. Sofian is used to doing things his way and to speaking only to his
family members or people who he gives orders to. He gets irritated by Tara as she is
always speaking to him about her sister and asking too many questions. Tara notices
that Sofian is closed off and cold but tries to find out why he is the way he is and
likes the person she discovers underneath that tough exterior. Even though their
characters clash and she annoys him, Sofian falls in love with Tara. She is different
from everybody he knows. Sofian has been chasing nomads that have been
kidnapping tourists for a while, but now it is time to put a stop to all of it once and
for all. He makes an even bigger effort to rescue Taras sister but after he finds her,
how will he let Tara go back to the U.S.? He cant imagine life without her.
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